The effects of a change in gravity on the dynamics of prehension.
The objective of this study was to measure the forces applied on an object manipulated in different gravitational fields attained during parabolic flights. Eight subjects participated flights (ES) and four were inexperienced (NES). They had to move continuously an instrumented object up and down in three different gravitational conditions (1 g, 1.8 g, 0 g). In 1 g, the grip force precisely anticipated the fluctuations of load force which was maximum and minimum at the bottom and at the top of the arm trajectory respectively. When the gravity changed (0 g and 1.8 g), the grip-load force coupling persisted for all the subjects from the first parabola. While the ES immediately exerted a grip force appropriate to the gravity, the NES dramatically increased their grip when faced with hyper and microgravity for the first time. Then, they progressively released their grip until a continuous grip-load force relationship with regard to 1 g was established after the fifth parabola. We suggest that each new gravitational field is rapidly incorporated into an internal model within the CNS which can then be reused as required by the occasion.